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Follow safety policies to provide a safe workplace for all employees and supports the guiding

principles of Goal Zero to continually improve the plant’s safety, health and environmental

performance, security, and efforts to respond to public concerns relating to design,

development, manufacture, storage, marketing, distribution, use and ultimate safe disposal

of chemical products. Drive culture of safety; Report safety observations / incidentsSupports

and is committed to the Quality Improvement Process. Plans strategies to ensure error-

free work by “doing it right the first time” and conveys this attitude in the daily performance of

various duties, in our drive continuous improvement.Respond to warning signals and alarms

that indicate issues have arisen, taking all necessary precautions to prevent accidents or

injuries.Setting up and preparing machinery for the productionMeasuring, weighing, loading,

and mixing raw materialsChecking meter and instrument readings, and making required

adjustments.Taking product samples and recording the test data for quality purposes and to

ensure the process is progressing properly.Packing and loading finished items into drums,

tanks or other containers.Closing safely and cleaning the plant and machineryPerforming

minor maintenance workRegulate or turn off machines in emergency situations and follow all

instructions from supervisory staff quickly and preciselyFollow all safety policies at all times to

prevent injury and ensure the finished product meets regulations for distributionReporting

problems with the production process or equipment to Shift/Plant Managers.Supervising

plant systems and Monitoring plant to ensure efficient production.Examine chemical

processing machinery daily to identify damages or erosion, spills or dangerous conditions and

reporting them to management staff when it is safe to do so.Helping laboratory tests for
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process adjustmentsRegulating and shutting down equipment if necessaryTesting

equipment for malfunctionsCalculating material requirements and collecting appropriate

materialsEnsuring chemicals are stored properlyDocumenting exact readings and

resultsPerform the washing function at the end of every shift, ensuring the machines are

clean and ready to begin operations first thing the next dayChecking quality of various

productsOperating forklifts and other relevant equipmentAny other duties commensurate

with the grade and level of responsibility of this post, for which the post holder has the

necessary experience and/or training. Disclaimer: Drjobs.ae is only a platform that connects

job seekers and employers. Applicants are advised to conduct their own independent

research into the credentials of the prospective employer.We always make certain that our

clients do not endorse any request for money payments, thus we advise against sharing any

personal or bank-related information with any third party. If you suspect fraud or

malpractice, please contact us via contact us page. Our goal is to make hiring as easy as

possible. We find the right talent for every company, ensuring that each candidate finds a

job they enjoy. Dr.Job FZ LLC provides 360-degree AI-powered recruiting and job search

solutions. If you are looking for a job and haven't found your chance yet, you can upload your

profile on our website and find thousands of opportunities globally!Our platform gives

you the flexibility you need to thrive in today's market by allowing you to apply for all different

kinds of jobs, whether they are full- or part-time, remote or on-site.
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